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The robustness of five common food web properties is examined by varying the resolution of the data through aggregation of trophic groupings. A surprising constancy in each of these properties is revealed as webs are collapsed down to approximately half their original size. This analysis of 60 invertebrate-dominated community food webs confirms the existence of all but one of these properties in such webs and addresses a common concern held by critics of food web theory that observed food web properties may be sensitive to trophic aggregation. The food web statistics (chain length; predator/prey ratio; fraction of top, intermediate, and bottom species; and rigid circuits) are scaling in the sense that they remain roughly invariant over a wide range of data resolution. As such, within present standards of reporting food web data, these statistics may be used to compare systems whose trophic data are resolved differently within a factor of 2.
OBSER VATIONS
FROM LARGE COLlections of food webs extracted from the literature have produced a number of intriguing empirical generalizations about the structure of ecosystems (1-16). These simple patterns are regarded by some investigators (4, 17, 18) as law-like and fundamental to our understanding of ecosystem architecture. They include the following well-known properties: P1, food chains are typically short, normally consisting of five or fewer trophic levels (1-3, 17, 19, 20); P2, network connectance (the number of possible linkages as a fraction of all 48 possible linkages in the web) declines predictably as species number increases, so that the product of species number and connectance (S&C) is roughly constant (5-7, 18, 21, 22); P3, the ratio of predator to prey species in a web is roughly constant, between 1 and 3, independent of total species number ( 11, 23); P4, the fraction of top predators (not preyed upon by any species in the web), basal species (pure autotrophs or detritus), and intermediate species is independent of total species number and, as such, is scaleinvariant (8, 9); and P5, species trophic niches tend to be packed together closely, in that most if not all observed consumer overlap graphs (a food web diagram in which points represent consumer species and lines (not arrows) connect pairs of points to indicate when two consumers share one or more food resources in common) are rigid circuit graphs; that is, they are paved with triangles (12-17). Technically, a rigid circuit graph is one in which all circuitous paths through more than three points are shortened by a chord (13) .
Each of these properties is based in part on an ever-expanding compendium of food webs collected from the literature that now includes more than 113 cases (10, 12, 24, 25). These include a wide variety of natural environments; 23 terrestrial, 32 freshwater, and 58 marine webs. Although the prospect of acquiring an understanding of ecosystems from such general properties is attractive, critics of food web theory have expressed concern over the quality of the data being used to derive them, specifically over the lack of uniformity exercised in choosing trophic categories (4, 26-28). For example, within certain webs of this collection one finds fish resolved to the species or ontogenetic level, whereas in other webs, studied by different investigators, they may be lumped together as a single category. Moreover, this lack of uniformity in aggregation and resolution exists even for taxonomic and trophic groupings within individual webs. These rather troubling concerns about the existing food web database have cast serious doubt on the validity of the hypothesized food web generalizations (4, 21, 26-28), although, to date, such criticisms have only been supported with anecdotal and hypothetical examples (21) .
To evaluate these shortcomings in the existing database directly, as they affect the derived food web properties, would require that the original field investigators reassemble each web in a more comprehensive and uniform manner. The difficulty of this task for even one system is evidenced by the fact that there are no good examples of such comprehensive food web data published for large whole systems (29) . As an alternative test, one can study how systematic lumping of trophic categories in existing data affects whether one observes the claimed food web properties. That is, are the above properties sensitive to the various levels of aggregation chosen or are they "scaling" in the sense that they remain relatively constant over a wide range of food-web data resolution (30)?
To answer this question, we have examined a newly compiled set of 60 invere-brate-dominated community food webs (31) ( (Table 1) . Following precedent (8, 24), we attempt no formal statistical tests of differences here because of uncertainties about the extent to which the webs in either collection form a random sample from a well-defined statistical universe of webs. Figure IA shows that S.C is roughly independent of species number. That is, network connectance in webs containing more than ten species falls approximately as the number of trophic species. Figures 1, B To study the effect of lumping and loss of resolution in the data, we aggregated trophic categories for each of the webs in Table 1 stepwise, using a simple clustering algorithm based on increasing trophic similarity (63). The similarity of two species is measured as the quotient of the numbers of predators and prey shared in common, over the total number of predators and prey in their union. Each step of this hierarchical clustering procedure involves lumping the two trophic categories that are most similar in terms of their predators and their prey (64). Hence, the aggregates are formed as the union of the constituent species, and clusters are linked with feeding arrows if one or more members share an arrow. The webs of Table 1 are lumped one step at a time until the reduced web contains the greater of either half of the original number of species or ten species. We restrict this analysis to webs containing more than ten species in order to avoid the obvious artificial biases that must occur in very small webs.
Results of this analysis for P1, P2, P3, and P4 are summarized in Fig. 2 . Similar results were obtained when webs were reduced to 80 and 70% of the original number of species. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the maximum fractional error and coefficient of variation of food web properties P1 through P4 as webs are collapsed in aggregation. Maximum fractional error represents the largest deviation from the original web encountered during any step of the aggregation procedure. Remarkably, none of these properties appears to be highly sensitive to lumping or to the degree of resolution in the data, although some minor systematic trends were observed, especially in the coarsest aggregates (most aggregated webs). This is reflected in the maximum deviations, where small but systematic errors were most apparent for P2, which tended to fall slightly with increasing aggregation, and for P4-BF, which tended to rise slowly toward 1/3 with increasing aggregation. Paine's anecdotal examples of rocky intertidal webs show P2 (connectance) to be fairly robust to certain arbitrary decisions about aggregation with a possible slight tendency for P2 to increase with aggregation [see tables 2 and 3 in (21)]. Predator/prey ratios were more variable with lumping; however, they did not show a clear systematic trend.
Perhaps the greatest surprise of this analysis is the relative constancy of food chain lengths. Computations of chain length based on the MIN criterion for distance (a metric based on the shortest path between top and basal species) appears to be more robust to variability in data resolution than the conventional MAX criterion (reckoned from the longest path between species and the average of all paths) and as such may be a better scaling statistic for cross-system comparisons. Of the properties P1 through P4, the MIN chain length statistic appears to be the most robust, and the connectance (P2) and trophic position properties (P3 and P4) appear to be the most fragile. In particular, of P4, the proportion of basal species appears to be most sensitive to trophic aggregation. Nonetheless, the coefficient of variation for each of these properties is relatively small.
Much of the apparent robustness of the directed graph properties P1 through P4 is due in part to the presence of trophically equivalent species or species with identical diets and predators (8, (12, 13) , and in almost every web of the subsequently expanded catalog of 113 webs (17). Our analysis shows that it is observed in 57 of the 60 additional consumer overlap graphs reported in Table 1 . Without exception, if a web was initially rigid, it remained so for every web at every subsequent step of the aggregation procedure. Of the three webs that were initially not rigid, two remained nonrigid throughout the aggregation procedure (as the web was reduced to half its starting size or ten species through 30 and 7 steps), and one became rigid only after being reduced to less than 60% of its original size [after 14 steps; Dee River (36)]. Thus, both the presence and the absence of rigid circuits appears very robust to lumping. Unlike properties P1 through P4, this robustness is unaffected as one goes beyond the level of trophically equivalent species, making rigid circuits the sturdiest of the food web regularities tested. The robust behavior of this property to trophic aggregation has been predicted on theoretical grounds (12) .
Each of the five common food web prop- erties examined here appears insensitive to the degree of resolution of the data and to the coarseness of the trophic categories chosen. As such, the consequent food web regularities, which now appear in the present collection of 173 webs, may be legitimate despite understandable worries about the nonuniformity of trophic resolution in the data. Moreover, because these food web statistics exhibit apparent constancy with respect to the degree of resolution, it may be justifiable to use them to compare systems whose trophic data are resolved differently within a factor of 2. Notwithstanding, and to underscore the need to assemble better data, it would be highly informative to repeat these analyses on at least one carefully resolved whole system containing a more realistic and complete complement of species. This procedure would allow a more conclusive test of the apparent robustness of these food web properties over a wider and more informative range of data resolution and would provide a better benchmark as to when a property such as food chain length is truly limited by the environment or simply by the quality of the data. ing (3, 4) . Although the endogenous levels of auxin are the same in dgt and VFN8 shoot apices (5), dgt mutants are insensitive to exogenously applied auxin in ethylene production (4, 6) and stem elongation (7). The morphological abnormalities exhibited by dgt plants, in addition to their inability to elongate in response to auxin, suggest that the dgt lesion is associated with a primary site of auxin perception or action. We report here on experiments that were designed to test the hypothesis that the mutated dgt gene codes for a receptor protein which is present at abnormally low levels or has a greatly reduced ability to bind auxin.
To label and identify potential auxin receptors, we used a radioactively labeled photoaffinity auxin analog, [3H]5N3-IAA (azido-IAA). Azido-IAA is an active auxin in several different bioassays and its uptake and transport characteristics in stems are similar to those of auxin (8). Thus, one would expect azido-IAA to bind to auxin receptors with an affinity similar to that of auxin. In an earlier study on the binding of the azido-IAA to plasma membrane proteins from zucchini hypocotyls, the vesicles were exposed to azido-IAA and photolyzed with ultraviolet light (300 nm) at -1960C (9). Subsequent SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) followed by fluorography revealed that azido-IAA was associated at high specific activity with a polypeptide doublet of 40 and 42 kD. These polypeptides are of low abundance, as they cannot be visualized in silver-stained gels until they have been electroeluted and concentrated approximately tenfold. Competition experiments with various auxin analogs suggest that this doublet binds auxin specifically (9).
We have now performed a similar experiment with microsomal membrane preparations from the hypocotyls (stems) or roots
